Wellesbourne Safer Neighbourhood Team
Newsletter April 2021
Covering the policing areas of Snitterfield, Wellesbourne, Kineton and Burton Dassett

How to get in touch:

01789 444600 (your local SNT)


wellesbourne.snt@warwickshire.pnn.police.uk
southwarwickshiresnts
Wellesbourne Police

PC Catherine
Morgan (892)

PCSO Sarah
Bailey (6118)

Incidents reported during March
2021:
Covid-19 regulations
Checks have been made on people
who are required to be in
quarantine. Reports made by
telephone and online of alleged
breaches
of
regulations
in
commercial
premises,
public
places and homes have been
followed up.
Other incidents:

A significant number of incidents
covering
domestic
situations,
vulnerable people and child
safeguarding issues were reported
and followed up by the local SNT
team and operational units.
If you have information relating to
the referenced incidents please call
101 quoting the number and date.

Bristol

Way,

POLICE NON-EMERGENCY NUMBER 101
Only call 999 in an emergency when a crime
is in progress or life is in danger.

container, overnight 09/10 03.
Some sounds heard at 05:00.
Various power tools stolen.

Vehicle Seized in Wellesbourne

10/03-007 Fosse Way, Moreton
Morrell

Report that CCTV on property
showed two suspicious males
attempting to enter a, currently, off
road vehicle, at approximately
11:30.
183-19/03 Wellesbourne
Wellesbourne

Farm,

Report of male calling on doors of
properties and asking whether
occupants require guttering to be
cleared. Informant was concerned
that this was fraudulent trading as
reference was made to a
neighbouring occupant who had
been recently been charged £800
for similar work.
521-21/03
Wellesbourne

Wellesbourne Area:
115-03/03
Wellesbourne

PCSO Liam
Allen (6337)

@WellesbournCops

Redhill

Vehicle
which
was
overnight 20/21 03 stolen.

Close,
parked

Suspicious
circumstances
235-23/03 GWS Filling Station,
reported. Three males got out of a
Warwick road, Wellesbourne
white transit van with a black roof
Three
males
entered
store,
and pointed at informant’s house.
Approximately £400 worth of
050-10/03 Fosse Way, Moreton
alcohol and cigarettes stolen in a
Morrell
quick theft. They drove off in a blue
Forced entry to a van as well as a Toyota Avensis.

PCSO Liam Allen seized this vehicle
on 22/03/2021 when checks revealed
it had held no tax since June 2020.
Your vehicle must be taxed if it is on a
public road. Failure to tax your vehicle
may mean yours is next to feature on
this page!

Snitterfield Area:
244-13/03
Snitterfield

Bearley

Road,

Rear window to parked vehicle
smashed. Camera stabilizer, tripod
and microphone stolen.
037-19/03
Blackhill
Estate, Blackhill

Industrial

Break in overnight 18/19 03, forced
entry to warehouse.
179
23/03
Snitterfield

Duttons

Close,

Suspicious circumstances reported.
A male was taking photographs of
houses in the street. When engaged
he drove off at speed in a blue
BMW. VRN reported.

Burton Dassett Area:
309-08/03 Warmington
Forced entry to storage unit between
17:00 07/03 and 17:00 08/03. Tools
were stolen.
061-11/03 Knightcote
Between 17:00 10/03 and 08:00 11/03
commercial premises broken into.
Various electronic items stolen,
including laptops.

attended with MOD police and dealt
with the group who were then moved
on from the location.
A 34 year-old woman from Redditch
was arrested in Banbury Road,
Gaydon in the early hours of Saturday
morning (27/03/2012) after officers
received a report of a car being driven
erratically. She was later charged with
drink driving.

253-15/03 Village Hall, Shotteswell

312-30/03 St Peters Road, Kineton

Unauthorised access to shed and
damage caused to property inside.

Report of an assault at the location,
and then an altercation nearby where
criminal damage was caused. One
male was arrested shortly after the
incident and enquiries are ongoing.

382-21/03 Arlescote
Report that at approximately 20:00, a
vehicle pulled up to property, with 2 or
3 occupants. A light was shone on the
drive. The informant disturbed the
intruders who then drove off.
385-22/03 Farm, Arlescote
At approximately 20:45 alarm on barn
containing lambs activated. Offenders
were disturbed by informant.

During my morning patrols of Burton
Dassett Hill I bumped into the off-road
motorbike team whilst they were
training at the location.
Further patrols by their team will be
undertaken to help us combat the
issues of off-roading here by bikes,
quads, and cars alike.
PCSO Liam Allen 30/03/2021
Kineton Area:
200-21/03 Lighthorne Road, Kineton
Report of COVID breach, of approx. 7
-8 vehicles and occupants gathering
in a lay-by at the location. SNT

They are not deliberately trying to get
in your way and slow you down
When they are riding in the middle of
their lane, this is so they can see and
be seen better and often because
there isn’t room for drivers to overtake
them safely
Large vehicles pose a very high risk
to them when they turn left at
junctions.
What drivers would like cyclists to
know:
They find it very difficult to see
cyclists who don’t use lights at night
They get annoyed when cyclists
ignore traffic lights
They get dazzled when very bright
cycle lights are not adjusted correctly

Cyclists and motorcyclists

They get annoyed when cyclists ride
two abreast (even though it’s not
illegal)
They sometimes find it difficult to
predict what a cyclist is going to do

375-27/03 Radway
Suspicious incident reported. A
female, with Irish accent, enquired
about the sale of land. Land was not
for sale but does contain horses.
Informant believed that the female was
scouting the area.

They feel very threatened by close
overtaking

They always understand why cyclists
sometimes ride in the middle of the
lane

Although motorcyclists only account
for one percent of total road traffic,
they make up just under 20 percent of
deaths on the road in Great Britain.
They have a higher crash and injury
rate than vehicle occupants. This is
because they do not benefit from all
the protective features, such as seat
belts, airbags and other impact
protection features that vehicles offer.

When driving large vehicles, they can
find it very difficult to see cyclists on
their nearside, even with all their extra
mirrors

Cycling in Great Britain is increasing
because it is an excellent way to get
about and provides a wide range of
health and environmental benefits.
Unfortunately, it also carries a certain
amount of risk, and so we need to
ensure that more cycling does not lead
to more cycling casualties.
What cyclists would like drivers to
know:
They feel threatened by inconsiderate
driving
They need to keep away from the
gutter to avoid pot holes and debris
They feel exposed when turning right

View the Royal Society for the Prevention of
Accidents website: https://www.rospa.com/
This newsletter is not intended to record a
comprehensive list of every reported crime in
the area but includes crimes and incidents that
the local community should be aware of.
Staying vigilant and working together with the
police and your local community can help to
keep crime out of your area.
BS ^7678

